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the mist is clearing
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 Immediate past heavily influences our future – alignment of the planets

 Past was a learning curve – reliant on push not pull measures

 Lone voice – political disengagement and no real policy other than EU

 Seminal moment – BP2 + Public outcry + Gove = New strategy

the past | a future catalyst for change
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the future will not be simple
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Targets on old definition of recycling, 

performance measured by new definition

the immediate future | the forgotten policy 
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 Reconciliation of collection and 

recycling – time for transparency 

 Misalignment of targets             

and conflict of interest

 DRS Germany                        

92% collection – 73% recycled

 Need considerable uplift            

in performance in quality          

and volume

44% recycling 

current performance
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reduction?

12% consistency         

of collection

9% by deposit return 

schemes (DRS) and 

extended producer 

responsibility (EPR)

5%
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recycling |  local authority and business targets proposed
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No ability to meet target without the business household-like materials

45%

48%

51%

55%

average local authority 

household-like targets

2019

2025

2030

2035

~35%

45%

65%

75%

average business 

household-like targets

65%

What will drive 

local authority 

performance with 

service payments? 

What drives 

business targets?
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recycling | efficiency of capture PET
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Despite years of effort in Europe capture rates need to improve
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2019 | four documents interlaced in 
the waste and resource strategy
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deposit return 

scheme

(DRS) consistent 

collection

30% tax on 

plastics recycled 

content

extended 

producer 

responsibility 

(EPR)
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material value increases

packaging types covered by both

non-DRS packaging covered in all 

three other consultations

packaging covered in all 

three consultations
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Consultations update

key time | still much to do 
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Extended producer responsibility 

 Likely to be two schemes consulted –

Single body or a Competitive version

 Still seeking a 2023 delivery date –

target in 2025

 Still a debate on household and 

household-like materials for extended 

producer responsibility support

 April / May 2020 - Environment Bill to enable these powers

Deposit return scheme

 Have instructed consultant to do further work

 Treasury involved in-terms of total costs

Consistent collection

 5 systems for household collections

 Up to 5 systems for business                  

waste collections

Plastic content tax

 Still planned for introduction in 2022
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 A tense end to the consultation

 Municipal volumes are not enough to 

meet targets

 Inertia risk as the sector waits for 

policy certainty

 2025 targets could be missed due to 

complexity of system rollout 

 Radical change in consumer 

behaviour needed

 Separate food waste collection and 

DNA models gateway to funds

 A competitive organisation to control 

EPR formed

extended producer responsibility (EPR) 
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 £1 billion of funding for EPR

 Article 8 (a) = necessary costs, 

transparency, cost efficiency

 EPR levy at point of sale – “no free riders”

 Consumer labelling on all products           

and packaging

 Commodity values stabilise as EPR 

generates a market pull

 Government pump prime EPR system           

to create investment pace
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collaborate | consumer behaviour key
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the other 3 | deposit return scheme, 
collections and plastic tax
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Deposit return scheme

 UK wide scheme thwarted by policy competition

 Treasury rejecting the ‘all in Scottish model’ due 

to high costs and carbon impact

 ‘On the go’ rather than ‘all in’ to tackle litter and 

analyse effectiveness

 Lobby to include batteries in deposit return 

scheme to improve capture rates

Consistent collection

 5 DNA collection systems ratified

 Mandatory food waste collection

 Kerbside collections increase to improve 

quality and public education

Plastic content tax

 Proof that ‘pull’ measures create 

markets and underpin investments 
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the future ahead | the potential realised
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Data

 Data quality and quantity provided to 

make informed decisions through:

 ONS materials data hub 

 Common data standards

 Open source data lakes            

share knowledge

 Smart waste tracking

Design

 Designers influenced by EPR focus on:

 Re-use, dismantling and 

remanufacturing 

 Product standards

 End of waste criteria

 Materials with sustainable 

credentials
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People

 New challenges = New skills

 Environment Agency approved 

Green Circle accreditation scheme 

sets standards

 Minimum threshold for          

operational permits

 Skills development at al levels 

coordinated with professional body

Infrastructure

 £10 billion unlocked for infrastructure 

development via:

 Supporting investible conditions

 Better data on future flows

 Export of waste declining

 R&D + Innovation unlocked by      

government funding

 Self sufficiency of reprocessing in UK

 Reprocessing clusters linked to local 

industry

 From electrons to molecules

the future ahead | the potential realised
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 We are right to be optimistic, as the future is bright

 Proposed policy in DEFRA strategy will influence for next 30 years

 The key of our future lies in the effective execution of this policy

 Those entering the sector do so at a watershed moment

 Those nearing the end of their career in the sector should be proud of 

our determination to keep demanding better policy

don’t need a crystal ball … but it helps
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